HOT FUN IN THE SUMMERTIME

Couches and coffee tables are no
longer limited to the living room, as
Crate & Barrel proves with their vast
selection of outdoor furniture.

Summertime and the entertaining is easy. That is if you spend spring setting
the stage. Making the most of your outdoor living space is about creating
the right environment and complementing it with fun, smart accessories.
Stephen Bezas, president of the design firm Beztech in Cold Spring Harbor,
says many of the residences he works on are about “embellishing the
entertainment areas of the exteriors” with an eye toward assimilating the
outdoors with interior living spaces. “Everything’s integrated,” he explains.
“Wherever possible, we always have a connection.” It could be in the way
flooring is extended beyond the threshold, for example, to make the patio
feel like a wing of the home.
Another trend among Long Island homeowners is to have spaces designed
around water. “It can be a pool or a built-in spa,” says Bill Renter, owner of
The Deck & Pool Company in Huntington Station. “One client even created
a large pond in the backyard.” Renter is also seeing an emerging trend
in the integration of water with fire. Fire pits have always been popular,
despite the fact they aren’t always practical. “You have to build the fire,
which takes time, and if there’s any wind, smoke can get in your eyes and on
your clothes. Now we’re doing gas campfires with the same fireplace logs
used in indoor gas fireplaces,” Renter says. “Then, we put moss rock boulders
around it to make it look like a real campfire.” Turn a valve, light a match and
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you have an instant smokeless flame. “You get a beautiful orange glow and
puffs of warm air to heat a cool evening.”
For a resort feel, Renter has a simple but elegant suggestion: embedded
umbrellas. Sleeves are installed into the patio area around the pool.
Embedded umbrellas in groupings of three or more are an easy, effective
way of creating stylish shade.
Another option? Outdoor awnings. Ishtiaq Khan, general manager of
Awningstar in Massapequa, says an awning “gives you liberty. What do you feel
like on a given day? Taking a sunbath or having a seat in the nice cool shade?”
And awnings are easier than ever to operate. Remote-control or wall-mounted
devices allow you to open and close them with a touch of a button. Other
upgrades include remote-control drop valances for extra glare protection and
wireless wind sensors that automatically retract the awning on a gusty day.
Prices range from about $3,500 to $6,000, including installation.
Pergolas, gazebos and cabanas are some of the ways that architect
William Novak of JMB Architecture in Glen Cove extends entertaining
options into the great outdoors. Many of those cabanas are big enough
to accommodate a great room, bathroom and full kitchen, creating
“another destination point.” Novak is also designing more outdoor stand-

alone stainless steel kitchens, complete with built-in barbecue pits, bars,
refrigerators and ovens. “It’s a West Coast trend that’s coming this way,”
Novak says.
Clearly, the old days of picnic-table backyards are gone. Crate & Barrel’s
Betty Kahn says consumers have a wide selection of furniture options, from
outdoor sofas to “low dining” cocktail tables and “high dining” breakfast bars.
“It makes outdoor entertaining feel more like your living room than ever
before,” she says. And what goes on those beautiful tabletops? Put aside
the indestructible plastic tableware for kids’ parties, and splurge instead on
hand-painted ceramics and gorgeous glassware that will instantly boost the
chic quotient of your next bash.
Setting, design, furniture…check, check, check. The only thing missing?
Entertainment.

Want to catch the Yankee game in HD while firing up the grill or between
laps in the pool? Easily done. Rich Martinetti, owner of Select Sound & Vision
in East Norwich, says many of the outdoor home theaters he’s installed are
“just as elaborate” as the state-of-the-art systems clients have in their media
rooms.
Weatherproof video systems can be hung from a valance or designed to
“pop up from the landscaping. The kids have a drive-in theater that way,”
Martinetti says. Outdoor theater systems run about $20,000.
For all the personal pleasure a backyard offers, there’s one other very
big benefit. According to Bill Renter, research shows that homeowners
are seeing the kind of rates of returns on their backyard retreats they’ve
historically seen in kitchen and bathroom remodeling projects.
“It’s great for the family and a great investment,” Renter says. •

Wireless is the name of the game, says Walter Gahagan, owner of The
Next Level in Glen Cove. Want to listen to your latest downloads? A
touch-screen pad gives you instant access to your entire music library
through a media server. Speakers camouflaged as rocks and positioned
throughout your garden “have come a long way,” Gahagan explains. “You
can get very good sound out of rock speakers these days.”

